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Abstract 

High surface area Cer_XZrXOz powders 
(0 < x < 0.36) were annealed at 950°C. The surface 
area variation versus time of calcination was fol- 
lowed by BET method for all the samples. When the 
experimental rates of the surface area decrease are 
plotted versus x, two extremes are observed: a mini- 
mum around 0.09 and a maximum around 0.19. Our 
previous model involving oxygen and cerium diffu- 
sion proposed to interpret the stabilizing eflect of 
zirconium at low content in ceriu cannot account for 
the present experimental rate variations. We propose 
that the assumption of the ideal behaviour of the 
solutions is no longer valid when x reaches values as 
high as 0.32 and 0.36. Thus, provided that the 
Cel_,Zr,Oz phases are considered as strictly regular 
solutions and on the basis of the kinetic model for 
ceria, it can be shown that the present experimental 
rate can be interpreted. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
Limited. All rights reserved 

1 Introduction 

Ceria is an essential component of the three-way 
catalytic converters for exhausts gas treatment 
from automobiles.‘~* The high oxygen-storage 
capacity of ceria improves the catalytic perfor- 
mances by changing the composition of the auto- 
mobile fumes, namely storing oxygen during 
oxidation and releasing it during reduction. The 
addition of ceria to an alumina support also stabi- 
lizes its surface area, which is of great advantage. 

It is now well known that the addition of zirco- 
nium ions into ceria enhances its oxygen-storage 
capacity3 and its thermal stability.4 For these rea- 
sons, the thermal stability of pure5 and doped6 
ceria has already been investigated. More precisely, 
we studied the effect of a slight addition of several 
dopants such as aluminium, silicon or zirconium 
on the rate of the surface area decrease at high 
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temperature. A kinetic model was proposed to 
account for the decrease of the surface area in 
doped ceria. As far as zirconium ions dissolved 
into ceria are concerned, we found that their inhi- 
biting effect was due to the formation of associated 
point defects between zirconium (substitutes for 
cerium ions) and trivalent cerium ions according to 
the following reaction (we adopt the Kriiger’s 
notation7): 

Zr& + Ce& = (Zr, Ce&)’ (1) 

We present here the results obtained when the 
content in zirconium ions dissolved into ceria is 
increased at quite high cationic fractions from 
x= O-09 to 0.36 in Ce1_,Zr,02. On these 
ceria-zirconia solid solutions, we performed a 
kinetic study of their decrease in surface area at 
95O”C, which results from an increase in crys- 
tallite size, and investigated the kinetic influence 
of the zirconium cationic fraction, x, and the 
oxygen partial pressure, Po2. The methodology 
followed is similar to that previously published 
in our studies on other oxides (~-Al2O3,~ Ti02,8 
Zr02g). It consists of performing the experi- 
mental study under suitable conditions in order 
to obtain the variation of the rate of decrease of the 
surface area as a function of variables such as, in 
our case, PO2 and x. 

We first report (see the Experimental) the 
characterization conditions of the ceria-zirconia 
solid solutions and the details of calcination 
under a controlled atmosphere. Then the variation 
of the experimental rates of surface area decrease 
are presented (Results). A kinetic model for the 
specific surface area variation in solid solutions is 
then proposed, along with a family of thermo- 
dynamic models. Finally we discuss the agreement 
between the theoretical rate, calculated from the 
kinetic and the thermodynamic models, and the 
experimental rate. 
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2 Experimental 

2.1 Samples 
Ccl _xZr,02 solid solution powders were provided 
by Rhdne-Poulenc. The initial specific surface 
areas were of 203, 109, 104, 123, 113, 126 and 
119 m2.g-’ for x equal to 0.00, O-09, 0.14, O-19, 
0.25, 0.32 and 0.36, respectively. 

2.2 Surface area determination 
The specific surface area (SanT) of the initial and 
calcined powders was measured by the BET 
method using nitrogen adsorption at -196°C on a 
Micromeritics 2100 E apparatus. 

2.3 X-ray diffraction 
XRD spectra were recorded on a Siemens D501 
diffractometer (CuKa). No demixing of the solid 
solutions was to be seen either on the initial or the 
calcined powders, which is in good agreement with 
the Ce02-ZrOI phase-diagrams usually found in 
the literature.“*” 

2.4 Calcination 
The samples were calcined in a Pyrox B80 furnace 
equipped with an alumina tube and a West 2050 
regulator. A thermocouple placed inside the alu- 
mina tube allowed the measurement of the tem- 
perature in the vicinity of the samples. The flowing 
gas was a mixture of helium, oxygen and carbon 
dioxide at atmospheric pressure, the composition 
being adjusted by means of Brooks Shorate 150 
flowmeters. The content in water vapour was fixed 
by flowing the previous mixture over a water bath 
whose temperature was regulated at - 1 l”C, which 
corresponds to a partial pressure of water vapour 
of 0.26 kPa. The partial pressure of oxygen was 
either 1.7 or 17 kPa. That of carbon dioxide was 
arbitrarily maintained at 1.3 kPa. Prior to any cal- 
cination, the furnace chamber was evacuated, then 
the gaseous mixture was introduced. The time 
required to introduce the sample and establish the 
appropriate calcination conditions did not exceed 
9min. The sample was then removed from the 
furnace after a calcination time variable between 2 
and 14 h. The temperature of calcination was fixed 
at 95O”C, which provided a variation of the 
samples specific surface areas convenient for the 
study. 

2.5 Experimental rate determination 
For each solid solution and each oxygen partial 
pressure, the kinetic study gives the specific surface 
area (S) versus the calcination time (t). The 
experimental values can be fitted with a mathema- 
tical function (t being the variable), which, by 
derivation, gives the experimental rate of surface 

area decrease versus t. This rate can also be 
expressed as a function of the specific surface area, 
which allows the determination of its variation law, 
for a given value of the specific surface area and for 
each value of Po2, with x. 

As already mentioned in the introduction, this 
methodology was previously described in studies 
on other oxides.7-9 

3 Results 

Figure 1 shows the variation of S versus t for a 
given solid solution (x = 0.32) at two different oxy- 
gen partial pressures. The same curves have been 
obtained for the other six solid solutions. 
Obviously from these curves, no influence of the 
oxygen partial pressure can be seen. 

For each kinetic curve, it is possible to determine 
the parameter A such as 

s= So(1 +A)” (2) 

in which So is the initial specific surface area of the 
solid solutions and y1 a parameter optimized for 
each value of x in order to give a good fit for all the 
experimental conditions. As explained above, 
the experimental rate of surface area decrease 
dS/dt can then be obtained by means of a 
derivation, from the previous equation, as a 
function of S 

dS_AS s + 
dt Osy) 0 

From eqn (3) the experimental rate depends on 
Po2, x (these are a function of A and n) and the 
specific surface area, S. Thus for a given value of S 
and Po2, it is possible to obtain the variation of the 
experimental rate as a function of x, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2, for each of the two values (1.7 and 
17 kPa) of Po2. 
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Fig. 1. Surface area (S’) versus time of calcination (t) in hours 
for Ce0.6sZro.3202. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental rates versus x: (a) x in the O.OC-O.36 
range and (b) x in the OTKkO~O9 range. 

The experimental rate variation exhibits two 
extremes: a minimum in the low value of the zir- 
conium content (0 <X < 0.09) [Fig. 2(b)], already 
observed in the study of the zirconium-doped 
ceria,6 and a maximum (0.14 < x < O-25) [Fig. 2(a)]. 
Again, no influence of the oxygen partial pressure 
can be evidenced. 

4 A Model for the Specific Surface Area Variation 

Based on the previous study of the crystallite 
growth in pure5 and doped ceria,6 we can pro- 
pose the following model (Table 1), simply 
adapted from the ceria system to the particula- 
rities of Cel_,ZrXOz, in order to account for the 
decrease of the surface area in the solid solutions. 
The process takes place in two reactional zones, the 
convex surfaces of the ceria-zirconia crystallites 
(denoted R > 0) and the neck region between 
crystallites (denoted R < 0). A linear combina- 
tion of six elementary steps corresponds effec- 
tively to the transport from R > 0 to R < 0 surfaces 
of a building unit of Cei_,Zr,Oz, written as 
follows: 

(I- x) ce”c, +x2& + 20; + 
v v v+ 
R>O R>O R>O 

(I-x)Cex,+xZrx,+ 20; 
(4) 

v-v 
R>O R>O R>O 

The calculation of the theoretical rate law for the 
surface area decrease can first be achieved as in the 
case of doped ceria6 using the assumption of ideal 
solutions. It means that the activity coefficient, yi, 
of each constituent of Cei_,Zr,02 is taken equal to 
the unit (reference: pure element). 

The details of the calculations are the same as 
those of the zirconium-doped ceria and have 
already been reported in Ref. 6. In Table 2, we 
have simply exposed the system of equations to 
solve in order to calculate the site fractions of the 
solid solution constituents involved in the elemen- 
tary steps of Table 1. 

It is well known that the diffusion coefficient of 
oxygen in undoped ceria is more important than 
that of cerium.‘* When the rate-limiting step of the 
crystallite growth in solid solutions is supposed to 
be the cerium vacancies diffusion, which was 
already the rate-limiting step in zirconium-doped 
ceria,6 with the same Brouwer’s (2[Y,“] = 
[(Zr,Ce’&‘]) and zirconium conservation cases 
(X = [Zr,,x]), this leads to the following expression 
of the theoretical rate in solid solutions (since 
jv;; = j~,;~ + jzFG the cerium vacancies current 
accounts for the cations diffusion): 

Dvw 
jv, = z4f3 - cc ~~~~~/3~-*/3~-4/3 

l(r) 
d (1 - x)-4’3P;; 

(5) 

This theoretical rate accounts for the stabilizing 
effect at a low zirconium content (Fig. 3) as we 
found before6 but cannot account for our present 
data and in particular for the maximum in the 
variation of the experimental rate. 

Ceria-zirconia solid solutions seem not to be 
mixable for all the values of X, but only in the O.O& 
0.40 zirconium ranges. ” Thus the non-adequation 
between the theoretical and the experimental rates 
can be attributed to the fact that the assumption of 
ideal behaviour of the solid solutions is no longer 
valid when x reaches values as high as 0.32 or 0.36. 
That is why we have investigated whether a non- 
ideal thermodynamical model could be more 
convenient. 

The kinetic model presented above takes place at 
the surface of the oxide particles, so that the ther- 
modynamic model that we are going to propose 
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Table 1. Modelling of crystallite growth in ceria-zirconia process 

Elementary step Krciger’s notation Quasi-chemical reaction 

1. Oxygen adsorption at R > 0 

2. Oxygen diffusion 

3. Vacancies creation at R < 0 

4. Oxygen desorption at R < 0 

5. Cerium and zirconium diffusion 

6. Vacancies annihilation at R > 0 

402 + PG + 2Ce& = 06 + 2Ce$ 

v”o”R<, + GO>, and O&,, + O&0 

05+0~=20;,+ V6!+2v”,” 

05 + 2Ce& = $02 + Yog + 2Ce& 

v”N 
CeR<o + f%q 0 and 

(1 - x)Ce&_ --t (1 -n)Ce&R<O and 

XZT;Q>o + XZr&<0 

2V”“fV’“‘=O 0 Ce 

Table 2. System of equations to resolve in order to calculate the site fractions of the constituents in ceria-zirconia solid solutions 

Equation or equilibrium to consider 

Charge balance equation 

Zirconium conservation equation 

Cerium sites conservation equation 

Formation equilibrium of (Zr,Ce’c,) 

Equilibrium between 02 and Cet_,Zr,Oz 

Equilibrium of vacancies creation 

attempts to describe the ceria-zirconia solid solu- 
tions on the surface (no assumption on the bulk 
behaviour has to be done). 

Cer_,Zr,O;! can be described with the following 
structural constituents: Cecex, ZrCeX, OoX, Ce’ce, 
(Zr,Ce’c,), VoOo and V”“ce. These can be arranged 
into two sublattices: an anionic one composed of 
Oo” and VoOo and a cationic one composed of 
Cec.2, ZrcA Ce’ce, (Zr,Ce’c,)’ and V”“ce. 

We suppose that the anionic sublattice has an 
ideal behaviour (~00” = 1 and yV““o = 1) and that 

R82;,5 1o-6 ; 

(m*.g.'i') ! 

i', 

210" i 
! 

S = 8 m*.g.’ 

Fig. 3. Theoretical rate variation in the x range 0.00-0.09 on 
the assumptions of cerium vacancies diffusion limiting step 
and ideal behaviour of the solutions, the experimental rates 
being represented at two different oxygen partial pressures: 

(0) 1.7 kPa and (A) 17 kPa. 

2[ k7] = Ice&] + [(Zr, Ce&,)‘] + 4[ V$] 

x = P&l + ((Zr, ce&_Yl 
1 = [Q&J + [Zr”,,] + [Ceb] + 2[(Zr, Ce;,)‘] + [k?$] 

the cationic sublattice has a partially strictly reg- 
ular behaviour. This means that at least two of the 
activity coefficients of the cationic sublattice con- 
stituents are different from 1. From this point, we 
will refer to solid solutions with such a behaviour 
as partially strictly regular solutions, which means 
that they have all the properties of a strictly regular 
solution.13 Thus the excess molar Gibbs energy of 
the partially strictly regular solution14 is defined 
by: 

Gz = 2 2 /IvXiXj (6) 
i=l j=i+l 

where L-ii are the interaction parameters between 
the i and j constituents (independent of x and tem- 
perature, T), xi and xj are their site fractions on the 
cationic sublattice, n the number of the con- 
stituents in the solution with an activity coefficient 
different from 1. 

Since VNNce is present in Cel_,Zr,02 at an 
extremely low concentration, we could keep its 
activity coefficient equal to 1. Thus six pseudo- 
binaries (i.e. six different kind of models of par- 
tially strictly regular solutions with two of the 
cationic constituents having an activity coefficient 
different from 1 and considered as the major 
cationic elements) and four pseudo-ternaries are 
possible. They are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Expression of the rate deduced from the model of ceria-zirconia crystallite growth in the case of a cerium vacancies dif- 
fusion limiting step, in the zirconium conservation (x = [Zrc,q), Brouwer’s (2[v”“o] = [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] and cerium sites conservation 
([Ceceq + [Zrceq = 1) cases, the thermodynamic model describing the solutions being: (a) a pseudo-binary and (b) a pseudo-ternary 

one 

Pseudo-binary models 

(1) CeceX and ZrceX 

(2) Ccc,” and Ce’ce 

(3) Ccc,” and (Zr,Ce’c,) 

(4) ZrceX and (Zr,Ce’& 

(5) ZrCeX and Ce’c, 

(6) (Zr,Ce’c,) and Ce’ce 

Pseudo-ternary models 

(1) Cecex, ZrCeX and Ce’c, 

(2) Cecex, ZrceX and (Zr,Ce’& 

(3) Ccc,“, Celce and (Zr,Ce’cJ 

(4) Ce’ce, ZrceX and (Zr,Ce’& 

Relation from the Gibbs-Duhem equation Theoretical rate j,, 

[CeceX] + [Zrc,“] = Cst 2413 $ ~&/s~2+W (1 _ x)-4/3pb/23 

exp - i * (2x2 
[ 

-2x+ l)] 

[Cec,x] + [Ce’cJ = Cst Not allowed 

[Cec,x] + [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] = Cst Not allowed 

[Zrce7 + [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] = Cst Not alllowed 

[Zr,,“] + [Ce’cJ = Cst Not allowed 

[(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] + [Ce’cJ = Cst Not allowed 

Relation from the Gibbs-Duhem equation Theoretical rate j,, 

[Ceceq + [Zrc,“] + [Ce’cJ = Cst Not allowed 

[CeceT + [Zrc,“] + [(Zr,Ce’o,)‘] = Cst 2413 $ K&, 4/3j,$/3x-4/3(1 _ +4/3p’J23 

w - ; * x2 - +T (kqzr, - h/Zr - AZr/Zr, ) 

x - +T (ke/Zr - ke/Zr, ) 1 
[Cecex] + [Ce’c,] + [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] = Cst Not allowed 

[Ce’cJ + [Zrc,“] + [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] = Cst Not allowed 

As in all solutions, the Gibbs-Duhem relation 
must be respected. It leads to the following relation 
between the molar fractions of the constituents 
with an activity coefficient different from 1: 

n 

c xi = Constant (7) 
i=I 

There must be a complete compatibility between, 
on the one hand the approximations used in the 
charge balance, the zirconium conservation and the 
cerium sites conservation equations, and on the 
other hand the relation (7), obtained for each 
thermodynamic model chosen for describing the 
ceria-zirconia solid solutions. Hence the restric- 
tions on the possible pseudo-binaries and pseudo- 
ternaries that are given in Table 3. 

From these considerations it follows that each 
activity coefficient different from 1, yi (i represent- 
ing any of the constituents of the cationic sublattice 
with an activity coefficient different from l), can be 
expressed as a function of x, h, and T, since the 
excess molar partial Gibbs energy, I_L,,, is: 

TJ’J’,#I 
(8) 

The site fractions of each constituent of the solid 
solutions can then be readily expressed as a func- 
tion of x, h, and T by resolving the system of 

equations exposed in Table 2, for each thermo- 
dynamic model allowed for describing the ceria- 
zirconia solid solutions. 

From these various thermodynamic models, we 
can obtain the theoretical rate of surface area 
decrease and compare it with the experimental one 
according to eqn (5) in which the expression of 
activity coefficients will appear. 

5 Discussion 

The expression of the theoretical rates for each 
allowed thermodynamic model are given in the 
third column of Table 3. 

In Fig. 4, the experimental rates obtained for 
17 kPa of oxygen have been fitted to the theoretical 
law obtained in the case of the pseudo-binary 

Ce& and ZrCeX, with hce,zr and the thermo- 
dynamic constants Ki as adjusted parameters. As 
we can see, the theoretical rate exhibits two 
extremes: a minimum below 0.09 and a maximum 
fixed at O-50, which is not surprising due to the 
symmetry of the pseudo-binary corresponding 
model. The model (1) of Table 3 is therefore not 
acceptable. 

In Fig. 5, the experimental rates at 17 kPa of 
oxygen (full line, triangular points) are fitted to 
the theoretical law obtained in the case of the 
pseudo-ternary Cecex, ZrCeX and (Zr,Ce’&’ [model 
(2) Table 31, in which kepr, ke/ZrA, br/ZrA and & 

are the adjusted parameters. The theoretical rate 
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Fig. 4. Theoretical rate variation on the assumptions of 
cerium vacancies diffusion limiting step and a pseudo-binary 
model of CeceX and ZrCe* for describing the solutions, the 
experimental rates being represented at two different oxygen 

partial pressures: (0) 1.7 kPa and (A) 17 kPa. 
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Fig. 5. Theoretical rate variation at two different oxygen par- 
tial pressures on the assumptions of cerium vacancies diffusion 
limiting step and a pseudo-ternary model of CeceX ZrCeX and 

(Zr,Ce’&’ for describing the solutions. 

Table 4. Expression of the rate deduced from the model of ceria-zirconia crystallite growth in the case of a mixed diffusion of 
cations and anions, in the zirconium conservation (x = [Zrc,*l), Brouwer’s (2[v”“o] = [(Zr,Ce’c,)‘] and cerium sites conservation 
([Ceceq + [Zrcey = 1) cases, the thermodynamic model describing the solutions being the pseudo-ternary one of Cecex, ZrCeX and 

(ZrCe’c,) 

Pseudo-ternary model Theoretical rate 
J&fixed 

exhibits two extremes: a minimum at O-02 and a 
maximum whose position can be adjusted at 0.18. 
It can be seen that this model fits very well the 
dots. However, the model predicts an influence of 
the oxygen partial pressure as Po21/3 on the rate of 
the surface area decrease, which is not in agree- 
ment with our experimental results (no influence of 
Po2 could be evidenced). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 
by the dotted line, representing the corresponding 
theoretical rate at 1.7 kPa, deduced from the rate 
for 17 kPa of oxygen. This shows that there is no 
agreement with the data. 

If now we consider that the theoretical rate is 
given by the mixed diffusion of cations and 
anions in the steady state approximatioq6 jMixed> 
according to: 

(10) 

where jo is the diffusion current of oxygen calcu- 
lated on the assumption of the oxygen diffusion 

limiting step, and jv;; is the diffusion current of the 
cerium vacancies, we obtain the expression of 
Table 4. In Fig. 6, we fitted the experimental rates 
at 17 kPa of oxygen (full line, triangular points) 
with this expression, with hce,zr, hceizr~, hzrlzr~, 
and K, as adjusted parameters. The theoretical rate 
exhibits again two extremes: a minimum at 0.02 
and a maximum whose position is adjustable to 
O-17. This model still accounts for the variation of 
the experimental rates versus x. The dotted line in 
Fig. 6 represents this calculated rate for 1.7 kPa 
oxygen pressure. We can see that now the theoretical 
rates at 17 and 1.7 kPa are very close. The dotted 
curve provides then a good prediction for the 
experimental rate points at 1.7 kPa (round points). 

The fit of the experimental rates by the 
pseudo-ternary model (2) of Table 3 gives the 
values of h,, interaction parameters in the ceria- 
zirconia solid solutions. The values giving the best 
agreement are: 

(a) hce,zr = 174 kJ/mol 
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Fig. 6. Theoretical rate variation at two different oxygen par- 
tial pressures on the assumptions of a mixed diffusion of 
anions and cations and a pseudo-ternary model of Cecex, 

ZrCeX and (Zr,Ceb)’ for describing the solutions. 

@I ke,iZrA = 183 kJ/mol 
(c) hZrlZrA = 508 kJ/mol 

but they are not extremely precise since the 
positions of both the minimum and the maximum 
on the rate curve are not well defined from the 
experimental data. 

6 Conclusion 6. 

We studied the rate of surface area decrease of 
several Cel_,Zr,02 samples at 950°C. We found 
that, when plotted versus X, the experimental rate 
(deduced from the kinetic curves) exhibited two 
extremes: a minimum around 0.09 and a maximum 
around 0.19. No influence of the oxygen partial 
pressure could be evidenced. 

Using a kinetic model based on previous kinetic 
modelling of crystallite growth in undoped and 
doped ceria and considering various thermo- 
dynamic models of partially strictly regular solu- 
tions, the site fractions of each constituent of 
CeI_,Zr,02 along with the expressions of theore- 
tical rates can be expressed as a function of the 
zirconium content, the temperature and the inter- 
action parameters of the solution. The experi- 
mental results are then discussed on the basis 
of a cerium vacancies diffusion or a mixed 
diffusion combined with a pseudo-binary or a 
pseudo-ternary thermodynamic model for the 
solid solutions. 

It appears that the experimental rates variation is 
best represented when the theoretical rate is calcu- 

lated on the assumptions of a mixed diffusion of 
anions and cations in the kinetic model and a 
thermodynamic model for the cationic sublattice of 
a partially strictly regular solution of Cecex, ZrCeX 
and and (Zr,Ce’c,)‘. Since the crystallite growth 
takes place at the surface of the oxides particles, 
this thermodynamic model describes the ceria- 
zirconia solid solutions on their surface as well. 
The bulk behaviour in terms of thermodynamic 
behaviour is still to be studied. 
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